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1: Playground - Wikipedia
We believe in school playgrounds and we help schools design opportunities that address the needs of the whole child,
the whole campus and the whole community. Case Study School Playground and PlayOn!

Commercial techniques and much more! Have Fun The most important part of our young acting class is that
students have fun. We put great effort in making young actors realize how important it is to enjoy acting as
well as the auditioning process. How to Slate Slating means to state your name and age. Slating is the first
thing you do at every audition when you enter a room. What you have to do is look straight at the camera and
carefully, as well as fluently, slate whatever the director asks. If the director asks you any other information to
slate, slate that as well. Sometimes the cameraman might do a full body shot. If they do, do not move! This
allows for the director to see how good your profile looks on camera. What Does The Slate Provide? Your
slate provides the director with crucial information about your acing capabilities. Most of the reasons why a
director goes through your slate is based on whether you physicality fit the role you are auditioning for. Your
slate, your presence, and how you appear on camera is considered afterwards. Just by telling your name, age,
and passion seems exceedingly simple but provides crucial information about your self-confidence and
personality. Script Throughout the auditioning, your child will be asked a few questions and to do a simple
script performance. Most of the time, the tryout director will have children do these performances more than
once or perhaps until they get a good performance. To become a successful actor, one must like auditioning
above all else. The acting class is much like an initial audition where you are taught how to listen, follow
instructions, and get used to speaking in front of large crowds as well as learning the A â€” Z of the
auditioning process. What we teach your child is to walk through the door with confidence and a smile to
make a valuable first impression that just might make them the next big superstar. Throughout the admission
process we identify and observe those candidates who are creative, talented, enthusiastic and can further grow
through our acting school program. Though we try to accept as many talented candidates as possible, keep in
mind that not everyone can get accepted in our Young Acting Classes Program. Keeping your contact details
up to date can help you in raising your chances of getting accepted. This means that you can apply at any
given time but remember that class seats are allocated on a first come first serve basis. To make sure your
child gets accepted in our programs, you are advised to start the enrollment process several months in advance
due to the seats being limited. Overview The admissions process is spread over four stages: Identify
Expectations from Application Determine Talent from Entrance Tryout Determine Enthusiasm from the
Entrance Tryout Inform Applicant of the Admissions Committee Decision Acting Approach Acting requires a
wide range of acting skills, including clear speech and projection, emotional and physical expressiveness,
listening and reading imagination. Acting demands an ability to improvise, observe and react to others. Our
Young Acting classes introduce young actors to different aspects of acting including training to deliver an
honest performance as well as scene study, improvisation, and character study. Our coaches encourage the
actors to not only represent the ideas of the script, but also create a new reality through their performance.
When one continues to operate with an open mind they will have a real sense of spontaneity rather than
pre-planning a response. With improvisation the child performs a character of their own making, and with that
character and the others working with you, the child creates a new and spontaneous piece. Character Study and
Development We encourage our young actor to transform into a convincing character. The audience no longer
sees the actor as a performer, but sees a character as a completely different being. Once this shift occurs, the
actor communicates to the audience. For example, if the actor is playing a shy character, the audience may not
just see a shy student, but instead see a character similar to other shy students they have known. Acting
involves communicating between characters and the audience. When we see our students improve in Character
Study and Development, we also see the child develop self confidence. Request a tryout at The Playground
now: Keep in mind that not everyone can take part in our acting program. You can inquire about our eligibility
for enrollment from the admission office to join our esteemed acting program. The Most Talented Classmates
The main goal of the admission process is to recognize those students who can get the most benefit from our
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classes and contribute to the young acting class approach. Delayed Approval We also offer an opportunity of
delaying the enrollment for a maximum of one academic year to the students who have been accepted to our
program. The students, showing their interest in delaying the enrollment must send a written request that
should be addressed to the Admission Committee with the details about delaying the enrollment. The
Admissions Committee will then decide the delay on its own merits and once you get the delaying approval,
you will not need to complete any more auditions. The tuition is solely to secure a seat in class and has no
relation with missing classes under normal circumstances. The payments can be made through money order,
cash, personal check or credit card. Keep in mind that all returned checks and resulting bank charges are
required to be paid in cash. This also means that you will no longer have the privilege to pay using a personal
check. Performing Arts Music, drama, visual arts, creative writing, and dancing have been used throughout
time to pass on cultures from one generation to another. Not only do music, drama, visual arts, creative
writing, and dancing help children express themselves creatively; but also help in managing stress for high
achieving children. Reaching New Heights When parents work alongside with educators to help children in a
few key areas, children become able to utilize their full potential and reach greater heights than ever before. It
is absolutely crucial that we allow children to use their creativity and curiosity as much as they can while
guiding them ever so gently to the appropriate education and creative arts. The sooner we come to realize that
children need to let their creativity flow, the sooner we can help them realize their full potential and become
fine upstanding members of the society as capable adults. FAQ Feel free to contact us if you have any
questions or queries. Below is a list of frequently asked questions concerning: All of our coaches are
professionals that have had active experience in the acting industry. The one thing they all have in common is
there passion for teaching young actors and actresses develop their talents. Gary Spatz, originator of the
Playground LA, is somebody who strives to ensure Kids make the most of their time in front of the camera.
Our industry depends on individuals like him, so I needed to express profound gratitude to you Gary for the
work you do each day â€” it truly makes a difference. Does it help to take acting lessons from an early age?
Much like with every other sport or art, practice always makes a difference for the better. Even in acting,
practice can make a world of difference. All auditioning directors favor a well-trained actor over a newbie, so
starting your acting training young has its own benefits. It relies on upon how you characterize success.
Numerous agents and film directors agree as they keep on referring their customers and their children to our
acting classes. Some of the benefits you can expect are better speaking ability, better listening skills, improved
reading comprehension, improved school performance, but most of all a major increase in self-confidence.
Can I earn a living as an actor? For a beginner to start earning as an actor can take up to years of patience and
hard work. Success in the acting industry is highly unpredictable. Even the most talented individuals might
find themselves without any acting job for quite some time. It takes a fine blend of practicing auditioning
techniques, appearance, attitude, and luck to start earning in the acting industry. What are the costs of your
programs? The cost and duration of each of our program is different. Please call for pricing information.
Having somewhere to work out and practice without any pressure can prove to be of great benefit. Would
acting classes help my shy daughter? Do I need prior experience to apply? We can only teach a portion of
what you need to know to become an actor which is exactly why we are looking for students with talent,
imagination, and passion for acting. If you are motivated, enthusiastic, and are committed to learn acting then
you are eligible to train here. Acting Classes At The Playground.
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2: Playground Safety
Elementary school playgrounds: where kids scramble to the slides, dangle from monkey bars, and let their imaginations
soar. Recess may be a break from the classroom, but there's still a lot of learning to be done on the school playground.

Details like shatterproof plastics and strong steel platforms make a huge impact. We focus on those little
details so you can focus on the magic of play. Playworld Quality Designing a School Playground Designing a
school playground is a big undertaking, but one that can help you build a safe play area designed to encourage
development and fun. A little thinking about your site, budget and playground use ahead of time can reap big
rewards. School Playground Design Considerations Before you start actively buying school playground
equipment, you need to consider a few things ahead of time: Activities and school play equipment that is safe
and fun for older kids may not be appropriate for younger children. Surfacing and Shade Consider
pour-in-place, loose fill, and other surfacing options. All have their advantages when it comes to safety and
budget, and all can prevent injuries caused by impact and falls from playground equipment. Another
consideration is shade. Shade can protect children from burns and can also keep your school playground
equipment from getting too hot, which can help protect your investment. Safety Safety is a top consideration
for school playgrounds, so you will want to make sure the equipment you buy meets or exceeds standards
established by organizations that set standards and create regulations for commercial playground equipment.
These organizations may include the U. Supervision Even the safest playground needs careful supervision to
ensure safety. Make sure each piece of playground equipment can be clearly seen and is visible to someone
standing outside the playground. Also, provide site furnishings such as benches so teachers and other adults
can supervise children comfortably. Inclusiveness An inclusive playground is one that is accessible to children
of all mobility levels. Building inclusiveness into your playground means creating enough space around
playground equipment so caregivers can help children who need it. It can also mean creating quiet and cozy
spaces for children who may need quiet time to decompress. When considering design, you will want to
ensure children of different abilities can use the equipment. Resources for School Playground Design Building
school-age playgrounds is a big task, which is why Playworld has created different resources to help you
further. Our Inclusive Design Guide was developed by childhood development and playground experts and
takes you in-depth into practical ways you can engage the senses, creativity and intellect of children of all
abilities on your school playground. Our Playground Guide breaks down the complexities of creating a
playground into 10 comprehensive steps, giving you a clear roadmap to follow. Of course, if at any point you
have questions, you can also contact Playworld for assistance or design help.
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3: School Playground Products
Conditional sentences consist of a main clause and a conditional clause (sometimes called an if- clause). The
conditional clause usually begins with if or unless.

Everything was made of metal. Kids would go flying off of those spinning contraptions, or perch precariously
10 feet in the air on monkey bars with rock-hard earth or concrete underneath. But a recent study by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention finds that emergency departments still see more than 20, children
ages 14 and younger for playground-related traumatic brain injury each year. As the weather warms up and
trips to the park become frequent, take a moment to familiarize yourself with the risks of playground
equipment and injury prevention strategies. What to Look For Nearly 80 percent of playground injuries are
caused by falls. Some of the top equipment associated with injuries are climbers, swings, slides and overhead
ladders, according to the National Program for Playground Safety. Consumer Product Safety Commission has
come up with playground hazards you should watch out for when taking your kids to the park. The area under
and around play equipment where a child might fall should be a minimum of 6 feet in all directions. Beware of
hardware that is capable of impaling or cutting a child bolts, hooks, rungs, etc. Children should never wear
drawstring hoodies at the playground. Trip hazards, like rocks or tree stumps Lack of supervision:
Spring-loaded seesaws are best for young children. Avoid adjustable seesaws with chains because children can
crush their hands under the chains. A traditional seesaw should not hit the ground. Metal or wooden swing
seats should be replaced with soft seats, and equipment should not be split or splintered. Sharp edges on
equipment Platforms with no guardrails Equipment not recommended for public playgrounds: One example is
monkey bars. The number of injuries caused by monkey bars is so significant many experts recommend they
be removed from all playgrounds. If your playground is unsafe, report the problem to the owner or park
district. And remember, there is no substitute for parental supervision, especially for young children.
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4: School Playground Equipment | Playground Equipment for Schools
The playground successfully opened on Aug. 17, , to more than students and families of the Lausanne Collegiate School
community. And although it's been open since the beginning of the school year, students are still excited to play.

Use our Planning Checklist for a step-by-step guide to make your playground dreams a reality. Start Planning
School playgrounds are in a unique position to meet kids where they are, helping them become smarter,
heathier and stronger through play. Schools play a critical role in helping ensure children are getting adequate
outdoor physical activity through recess or outdoor classroom time where kids can play and learn on age- and
developmentally appropriate playgrounds. In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend
that children get 60 minutes of physical activity a day. School Playgrounds Build Skills Cognitive: When kids
interact with the sensory elements in the outdoors, they get the opportunity to problem-solve and think
critically. School playgrounds promote health through climbing, jumping and running while providing a
controlled environment for physical activity. School playgrounds offer opportunities for kids to collaborate
and engage with each other to overcome challenges. Inclusive Play School playgrounds need to encourage and
support the development of healthy kids, while welcoming kids of all abilities. We can help ensure that your
school playground includes a wide range of activities to accommodate a variety of developmental needs.
Learn more about our inclusive playground options. Getting Started School playground planning can seem
overwhelming but not to worry, we created a step-by-step guide that breaks down the process to make it easy
and fun. Through our school playground planning checklist we will help you: Envision and define school
playground objectives Analyze characteristics of your site to maximize space and surrounding elements Meet
safety regulations and guidelines to keep kids safe while they play Build your school playground on a budget
and raise funding Install and maintain your school playground Visit our checklist to discover your ideal school
playground and start planning. Browse playground ideas by age-range. School Playground Safety Kids are
always finding new and inventiveâ€”but not necessarily safeâ€”ways to play on or around playground
equipment. We can also help you with proper installation, safety audits and maintenance inspections to ensure
your school playground is as safe as possible. Additionally, we offer a playground safety program to help
teach elementary school students the importance of safe play. The program, featuring the Super Safety Team,
Guardians of the Playground, contains practical tools for schools to implement and enforce safe play. Learn
more about school playground safety. From scratch-off games to walk-a-thons, we can help you set up a
highly profitable fundraising program. School Playground Grants Many organizations allocate funds for
playground projects and several federal and state programs award grants for playgrounds. Money is available,
you just have to know where to look and our playground grant guide includes listings of federal and state
programs as well as grants offered by corporations and organizations. We will also give you tips on how to
write a grant proposal that gets noticed. Explore the many ways to fund your school playground. Work with a
Landscape Structures Consultant Our global network of school playground experts is on hand to help find the
right playground design that is safe, challenging and fun for all of your students and visitors.
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5: The LI's project on school playgrounds | Landscape Institute
A playground, playpark, or play area is a place specifically designed to enable children to play there. It is typically
outdoors. While a playground is usually designed for children, some target other age groups.

Here are six school playground projects that brought communities together and improved the lives of their
students. She launched a crowdfunding effort and created the Dream Build Play Experience , a nonprofit
organization that builds inclusive, accessible playgrounds around the Chicago area. How awesome is that?
Toomer Elementary School, Atlanta And the amazing teacher award goes toâ€¦. Emily Max , a teacher at
Toomer Elementary, wanted to build an inclusive playground and improve the accessibility for students with
disabilities. So, what does this new playground include? It includes a soft, rubber surface where wheelchairs
can roll freely. Features are at lower heights and every activity can stimulate all five senses. What a wonderful
idea to place activities at varying levels! Woodstock Elementary School, VT Woodstock Elementary School
replaced its old blacktop and cracked pavement with a new and innovative playground. Now children can
enjoy flower and vegetable gardens and green play spaces. Once again, the project happened because a
community came together with private donations and grants. This won them the Vermont Public Places Award
, which is given to well-designed projects that benefit the public. The equipment was decades old and there
were drainage issues, causing large puddles and ice in the winter. They even involved students in the design
process. The new elementary school playground includes a school and community garden. Volunteers built
inclusive play structures for students of all abilities to use and enjoy. In this case, the PTA oversaw the
creation of an inclusive, natural playground that includes an amphitheater with rocks doubling as seats and a
rock climbing wall. They also wanted to make sure the playground is wheelchair accessible. Donors from
inside and outside Glenn Falls contributed to the project, volunteering their time and expertise. Students must
help design the projects. The projects must be open to the public after school to accommodate families who do
not have access to quality parks. The students of Westlake, their parents, GOCO, and the City of Lakewood
came together to design a modern playground that educates and entertains. Most importantly, this new
playground brought an entire community together. This has helped them to focus on other outdated
playgrounds in the Jeffco school district.
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6: Commercial School Playground Equipment | School Playgrounds
@LittleFreeLibrary comes to Westwood! This awesome program can be found now at the School Street Playground (43
School Street) and the Tot Lot.

Each year, more than , kids are treated in hospital ERs for playground-related injuries. You can make the
playground entertaining and safe for your kids by checking equipment for potential hazards and following
some simple safety guidelines. And teaching kids how to play safely is important: If an injury does occur, an
adult can assist the child and administer any needed first aid right away. Kids should always have adult
supervision on the playground. Playground Design Safety The most important factors in evaluating the safety
of any playground are proper surface, design and spacing, and equipment inspection and maintenance.
Surfaces A proper playground surface is one of the most important factors in reducing injuries â€” and the
severity of injuries â€” that occur when kids fall from equipment. Here are some things to consider: Concrete,
asphalt, and blacktop are unsafe and unacceptable. The playground surface should be free of standing water
and debris that could cause kids to trip and fall, such as rocks, tree stumps, and tree roots. There should be no
dangerous materials, like broken glass or twisted metal. The surfaces may be loosely filled with materials like
wood chips, mulch, sand, pea gravel, or shredded rubber. Wood chips containing chromated copper arsenate
CCA treatment are not recommended since the material can pose a potential health hazard. Surfacing mats
made of safety-tested rubber or rubber-like materials are also safe. Rubber mats allow the best access for
people in wheelchairs. Loose-fill surface materials 12 inches deep should be used for equipment up to 8 feet
high. The material should not be packed down because this will reduce any cushioning effect. No surfacing
materials are considered safe if the combined height of playground and the child standing on the highest
platform is higher than 12 feet. The cushioned surface should extend at least 6 feet past the equipment.
Additional coverage may be needed, depending on how high a slide is or how long a swing is. If there is
loose-fill over a hard surface like asphalt or concrete , there should be inches of loose-fill like gravel, a layer
of geotextile cloth, a layer of loose-fill surfacing material, and then impact mats under the playground
equipment. Also, the greater the height of the equipment, the more likely kids may get injured if they fall from
it. Design and Spacing Playground equipment should be designed for three different age groups: In the safest
playgrounds, play areas for younger children are separated from those meant for older kids and signs clearly
designate each area to prevent confusion. Smaller equipment and spaces can cause problems for bigger kids.
Here are some things to check for to ensure the equipment is designed and spaced to be safe: Guardrails and
protective barriers should be in place for elevated surfaces, including platforms and ramps. Play structures
more than 30 inches high should be spaced at least 9 feet apart. Swings, seesaws, and other equipment with
moving parts should be located in an area separate from the rest of the playground. Swings should be limited
to two per bay. Tot swings with full bucket seats should have their own bay. Swings should be spaced at least
24 inches apart and 30 inches between a swing and the support frame. Net perimeters which are inches pose
entrapment hazards. There should be no broken equipment. Wooden equipment should not be cracking or
splintering. Metal equipment should not be rusted. The fence surrounding a public playground should be in
good condition to prevent kids from running into surrounding traffic. Surface materials on the playground
should be maintained regularly so that the surfacing is loosely packed and covers all appropriate areas â€”
especially the fall zones surrounding playground equipment. Check for objects like hardware, S-shaped hooks,
bolts, and sharp or unfinished edges that stick out on equipment and could cut a child or cause clothing to
become entangled. All hardware on equipment should be secure, with no loose or broken parts. Plastic and
wood should show no signs of weakening, and there should not be any splintered or rusted surfaces. If the
local playground has a sandbox, check for hazardous debris such as sharp sticks or broken glass, and be sure
that the sand is free of bugs. Sandboxes should be covered overnight to prevent contamination from animals,
such as cats. Help keep your playground clean and safe by picking up trash, using the equipment properly, and
reporting any problems to the city, town, or county parks department, school, or other organization that is
responsible for the upkeep of the playground. If a part seems broken, loose, or in need of other maintenance,
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designate it as off-limits immediately and report the problem to the appropriate authorities. Kids must know
how to be safe and act responsibly at the playground. Teach your kids to: Never push or roughhouse while on
jungle gyms, slides, seesaws, swings, and other equipment. Leave bikes, backpacks, and bags away from the
equipment and the play area so that no one trips over them. Always wear a helmet while bike riding, but take
it off while on playground equipment. Check playground equipment in the summertime. Contact burns can
occur within seconds. Drawstrings, purses, and necklaces could get caught on equipment and accidentally
strangle a child. Safe Equipment Guidelines Because swings, slides, and climbing equipment are so different
from one another, each requires a different set of safety considerations. And some kinds of equipment are not
safe for playgrounds, no matter how careful kids are. Swing Safety Swings are the most frequent source of
childhood injuries from moving equipment on a playground. Swings should be made of soft material such as
rubber or plastic, not wood or metal. Kids should always sit in the swing, not stand or kneel. They should hold
on tightly with both hands while swinging, and when finished swinging, stop the swing completely before
getting off. Children should stay a safe distance from other kids on swings, being careful not to run or walk in
front of or in back of moving swings. Kids should never ride with more than one child to a swing. Swings are
designed to safely hold only one person. Regardless of design, both seesaws and merry-go-rounds should be
approached with caution. Other safety tips to keep in mind: Seesaw seats are like swings: A child who is too
light to seesaw with a partner should find a different partner â€” not add another child to his or her side of the
seesaw. Kids should always sit facing one another, not turned around. Teach kids to hold on tightly with both
hands while on a seesaw, not to touch the ground or push off with their hands, and to keep feet to the sides, out
from underneath the seesaw. Slide Safety Slides are safe if kids are careful when using them. Guidelines to
keep in mind: Children should take one step at a time and hold onto the handrail when climbing the ladder to
the top of the slide. They should not climb up the slide itself to get to the top. Kids should always slide down
feet first and sitting up, never head first on their back or stomach. Kids should always check that the bottom of
the slide is clear before sliding down. Climbing Equipment Safety Climbing equipment comes in many shapes
and sizes â€” including rock climbing walls, arches, and vertical and horizontal ladders. The highest rates of
injuries on public playgrounds are associated with climbing equipment, which is dangerous if not designed or
used properly. Adult supervision is especially important for younger kids. Climbing equipment can be used
safely if kids are taught to use both hands and to stay well behind the person in front of them and beware of
swinging feet. When they drop from the bars, kids should be able to jump down without hitting the equipment
on the way down. Remind kids to have their knees bent and land on both feet. Too many kids on the
equipment at one time can be dangerous. Everyone should start on the same side of the equipment and move
across it in the same direction. When climbing down, kids should watch for those climbing up; they should
never race across or try to reach for bars that are too far ahead. Children younger than age 5 may not have the
upper-body strength necessary for climbing and should only be allowed to climb on age-appropriate
equipment. Preschoolers should only climb 5 feet high and school-age kids should only climb 7 feet high.
Track Ride Safety Track rides are a form of upper-body equipment where kids hold on to a handle that slides
along a track once they lift their feet. These rides require significant upper-body strength and are
recommended for school-age kids and above. Track rides should not be included in play areas for toddlers and
preschoolers. There should be no obstacles along the track path, especially in take-off and landing areas. If
two track rides are next to each other, they should be spaced 4 feet apart, minimally. The handle should be
between 64 inches and 78 inches from the surfacing. Nothing should be tied or attached to any part of the track
ride. Rolling parts should be enclosed to avoid crush injuries. Log Roll Safety Log rolls require kids to grasp
handles, then balance on top of the log as they spin it with their feet. This helps older kids to develop balance
skills and increase strength. Log rolls are recommended for school aged-kids and above. All log rolls should
have handholds to assist balance. The highest point of the log roll should be 18 inches above the protective
surface. Soft Contained Playgrounds There are specific recommended safety checks for soft contained
playgrounds:
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7: Acting Classes For Kids in Los Angeles @THE PLAYGROUND
A school playground, particularly a creatively designed one, easily falls into this category. As the Peaceful Playgrounds
website says, a playground can be more than a big open space. It can have permanent games and activity stations
painted or built on its surface, in addition to spaces for free-play.

Check playgrounds where your children play. Look for hazards, such as rusted or broken equipment and
dangerous surfaces. Report any hazards to the school or appropriate local office. Teach children that pushing,
shoving or crowding while on the playground can be dangerous. Dress appropriately for the playground.
Remove necklaces, purses, scarves or clothing with drawstrings that can get caught on equipment and pose a
strangulation hazard. Even helmets can be dangerous on a playground, so save those for bikes. Little kids can
play differently than big kids. It is important to have a separate play area for children under 5. Separate play
areas for children under 5 should be available and maintained. For babies who are learning to walk, the play
area should have a smooth and easy surface to walk on. If your baby has fairly good head control and can sit
up with support usually around 9 months old , give the baby bucket-shaped swings a try. Ensure Safe
Surfacing Beneath and Surrounding Playground Equipment Avoid playgrounds with non-impact absorbing
surfaces, such as asphalt, concrete, grass, dirt or gravel. Recommended surface materials include: Rubber
mats, synthetic turf and other artificial materials are also safe surfaces and require less maintenance. Surfacing
should be at least 12 inches deep and extend at least 6 feet in all directions around stationary equipment.
Depending on the height of the equipment, surfacing may need to extend farther than 6 feet. For swings, make
sure that the surfacing extends, in the back and front, twice the height of the suspending bar. So if the top of
the swing set is 10 feet high, the surfacing should extend 20 feet. Check That Playgrounds Are Inspected and
Maintained by Qualified Personnel Double check with your school and child care center to make sure they
have age-appropriate, well-maintained playground equipment. If there are any hazards in a public or backyard
playground, report them immediately and do not allow children to use the equipment until it is safe. Report
any playground safety hazards to the organization responsible for the site e. To embed this Safety Tip in your
site use the following code: Each day, ten kids go to the ER because of a TV tip-over.
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8: Essay on your School Playground
Designing a school playground is a big undertaking, but one that can help you build a safe play area designed to
encourage development and fun. A little thinking about your site, budget and playground use ahead of time can reap big
rewards.

I play many games in the school playground. Our playground is situated across the main road. The school
hostel stands on the other side of the playground. Description Our Playground is of a very large size. It is five
hundred feet long and three hundred feet broad. It is oblong in shape. It is covered with beautiful green grass.
The grasses are regularly pruned. So, the playground looks quite plain. Different kinds of games are played on
it. There are different courts for different games. Necessary lines have been marked in the courts. We play
different games in different seasons on our playground. We play football in the rainy season. In the dry season
we play Volleyball and many other games. Everyday we play here after the school is over. We play from 4 P.
Sometimes we play match-games of football on our playground. The best eleven of our school plays with the
best eleven of another school. Many people of our area come here to see the football match. We also hold
match games of Cricket and Volleyball. On such days, our playground is full of uproar. We are all merry and
mirthful. He takes care of it with the help of the Captain. Conclusion Our playground is a nice one. It is
important for us. Here we learn all kinds of games and sports. Here we learn disciplines and sportsmanship.
So, I have both love an respect for it.
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9: Peaceful Playgrounds
The Peaceful Playgrounds Program introduces children and school staff to the many choices of activities and games
available on playgrounds and field areas. The Peaceful Playgrounds blueprints, playground stencils, and playground
game guides make laying out your new playground a breeze.

Playground equipment for schools is an essential part of growing up. For some children, the playground
equipment at school may be the only play space they get to enjoy. School outdoor playground equipment
encourages fitness, especially outdoors. Outdoor play can be a hard sell today, especially when kids can use
their cell phones inside or want to play video games. However, we also know the importance of fitness and
exercise to overall health. Miracle Recreation playground equipment can make outdoor play thrilling and
exciting, encouraging students to play outside and get active, which can help them develop a lifelong
appreciation for exercise. School playground equipment offers fun. Childhood should be a time of fun and
creativity, and Miracle Recreation innovative playground equipment for schools is designed to be exciting and
exhilarating. Playground equipment for elementary schools from Miracle Recreation offers a fun and thrilling
way for children to play. We still offer the classic slides , but we also design equipment specially to get
adrenaline peaking. Our playground structures for schools are designed for safety. Our playground equipment
is designed to be challenging and thrilling, but safety comes first with Miracle Recreation. Designed to be
durable, our equipment can handle hundreds of kids playing daily. It can also handle any kind of weather.
Each piece of equipment is carefully designed for safety and undergoes rigorous testing to ensure it meets the
highest safety standards. We back this up with our limited warranty. Why Invest in Playgrounds for Schools?
Budgets are often a concern for schools, so why would a school want to invest in a playground? A playground
can help students in many ways: It can offer a healthy way to deal with challenges. Children can use play
spaces to get active and blow off steam, which can help them resolve anger or other difficulties in a healthy
way. It can encourage a rest in between academic work. No child can study without a break. Healthy activity
can help encourage the brain to work at its peak, priming children for learning. It can build teamwork skills.
Miracle Recreation offers many types of equipment that require children to work together, helping them learn
cooperation. It can help children develop social skills. Playgrounds are a great place for children to interact
and make friends, starting their social development. It can help children nurture patience. Miracle Recreation
playground equipment includes challenges, so children will develop perseverance as they strive to meet each
challenge. We have helped many schools support their children with great places for play, and we can help
your school, too. Contact a Miracle Recreation representative for more information today!
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